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For given n&d and EIc{l,2,. . ., n) we investigate whether the collection of :s’;.‘bsets 
Ac(l,2,..., n) with jAi E H possesses a parallelism (l-factorization). A complete solution for 
&e case H = (l,, 2, . . . , h} is given. 

Let x be some fixed set of tl elements. For Hc(l, 2,. . . , n) let Kr denote the 
hypergraph (x, E) with vertex set x and collection of edges 

E={ycxIfykW. 

(Since we never need symbols for the vertices of a hypergraph, but do use 
collections of collections of edges, we denote sets of vertices by lower case 
symbols, sets of edges by capitals and collections of sets of edges by upper case 
script letters.) 

When H is non empty its largest element is denoted by h. When HT =(h) vve 
write Kf: instead of Kih’, the complete h-uniform hypergraph on rt vertices. When 
H=={1,2,..., h} then, following Berge and Johnson, we write &k for KF, the 
hereditary closure of the complete h-uniform hypergraph on n vertices. 

Baranyai [l] proved that Ki has a 1-factorizaticln if and only if k 1 n. Bermond, 
Berge & Johnson [2,5] then considered the case of I?! which they solved for 
h 6 4 and in several other special cases. Chu main re.cult is 

Theorem I, Rk possesses u I-factorization exuctZy in the fobwing cases: 
(i) ~S2,h and IQ-“-l is 1-fuctorizabls (or n-h-MO). 

(ii) II = kh-+1, &32, -lGIGh-2 artd 

(%a) E=O and kW+2, 
or (iib) 2 = -1 and ks$-1. 

[Note &at in case ye = 2h or n = 2h - 1 the conditions given under (i) and (ii) 
agree.] 
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In the course a f proving this theorem we derive many results for general H. 
(Theorems 2 and 3 reduce the problem to the c:ases n = kh and yt = Rich - 3 with 

k 3.3. Now wz have: 
(A) Let n =: ki, with k 2 3 and h - 1 E H. Then KY is l-factorizable if and only 

if either k ~3 h - 1. or (k=h-2 and h--2&2). 
(B) Let ,n =y kta .- 1 with IC ’ 2 3 and I&- 2 E H.. Then Kr is l-factorizabk if and 

only iif h-irH and b$,Iz- I and m(H) is oldd (where the notation m(H) is 

explained kjelr )w) . 

All the existent:e results follow from Baranyai’s theorem, wlhich roughly says 
that a l-factorization exists if (and only if) the numbers fit. FQ~ precise statements 
of this theorem sue [l j, [3] or [4]. It implies that a l-factorization exists if and 
only if there exist non-negative numbers qj with i = 1, l . . , t and j E H such that 

c f = 1 Cij -7 (7) for j E H and CjcH & = n for i = 1, . . . , t. (For this application of the 
theorem see [2], [3] or [S].) 

For example Rz is l-factorizable, since (T) = 8, @ := 28, @ = 56 and one can 
realize a l-factorization consisting of one l-factor containing the eight singletons, 
and 28 I-f;i\csors each containing two triples and a pair. 

On rhe other hand, as was remarked by R.M. Wilson, @ is not l-factorizable 
since (1) = 7, (3 = 21, I($ = 35 and any l-factor not containing a singleton must 
contain two pairs and a triple, so that there are at most 10 triples in a l-factor 
without singleton and at most 14 triples in a l-factor with singleton, which leaves 
11 triples not in any l-factor. 

All the r,Jn-existence results are proved with a similar arg,ument: Assume that 
there exists a l-factorization 9 of KF. For each l-factor I% 9 let 

n(g) : = n,(g) : = I{ca E P 1 Ial = g}l. 

Suppose that G c H and 11 .at for each P E 9 we have 

Then it 

c cy,n(iP 1; n(j). 
irzH jEG 

follows that 

Using inequalities on binomial c&??cients we then derive a contradiction. 
[E.g. ix1 the above example n = 7, II = 3 we have n(3)~2nl( 1) +$(2), hence 
35 = (3’) s 2c) +$g) = 24& a contradicltion.] 

lemma’s 

Let g, h, k, n be positive integers with k a 2. 
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Lemma 1. Let nMh-1 and g&J. z%.&?n 

praof, Use induction on h. - g. If h = g the lemma is true. Next 

provides the induction step. Cl a 

Leaonmrr 2. Let n &2h. Then 

< 
h n -- 

0 n-2h+l- h ’ 

Proof. As before we find 

so that 

We shall use these’ lemma’s throughout the sequel without explicit reference. In 
Section 5 we shall use the following observations: 

q 

Lemma 3. Let p, q, m be positive ivttegers with (p: q) 1 m. If 

then there exist nonnegative integers a, b such that m - up + bq. 

Mf. Easy exercise. q 

Lema .3rao LRt p, q, m be inti!gers with p <: 0 <: q and (p, q) 1 m. There mist 

nomxegative integers a, b such that m = ap + bq, and one may chzlose them in such a 
way that when m SO, then 

QS q 
m+P P ---1 and b<--- 

‘(P, 4) 4 (P, s> ’ 
and FVIWI m s 0, then 

m +q 
r-4 s---- + q 

(Ps 4) and b 2=-P--l 
4 (P, 9) * 
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Cortsequedy we can always obtain 

Proof. Trivial. U 

) 
sq-p-l. 

llremem 2. Let n ~2h. Then K,H has a l-factorization if and only if Q: = n or 
n -- Ir E-: H) and K~“h,n-hi in l-factorizable. 

Proof. Fitst assume n - h E ,Ti. Given a l-factorization of Kf;‘\4kn-h’ we obtain a 
l-factorization of Kr by adding the l-factors (-2, X\,CI} for ah a c X, Ial = h. 
Converse?y, if there exists a l-factorization of Kt;’ then suppose that 9 is one such 
with the maximum number of l-factors of the form {a, ~\a}, Ial = h. Let a c 
X, Ial = h. :U the l-factor lPz containing a is not (a, x\a} but, say, {a, al,. . . , 4) 
and thz l-factor P, contaireing x\a is (x\a, bl, . . . , l+}, then 

is a l-factorization containing one more pair of complementary sets, a contradic- 
tion. Hence 9 contains all complementary pairs (cd, x\a} for a c X, Ial = h, and 
removing these yields a 1 -factorization of Kf;I’{kn-h). 

If h G= n one passes back and forth between l-factorizations of Kz and Kr’j”’ 
by adding 3r removing the l-factor (x}. 

Finally, suppose 0 # n -- h $ H, and assume that Kz has a l-factorization S. 
Each 1 -factor in 9 containing an h-set contains at least two small sets, hence at 
least one set of cardinality at most i(n - h). Therefore 

but, writing g =’ n -- h, we Ihave for g 3 2 

(where [a] denotes the integral part of (Y ; note that g < n - g). while of course 

is true also for g = 1. Contradiction. El 

CoroIlsuy. Let n s :;!h. Then k,” is l-factorizable if and only if &-h--1 is. 

This proves case I’i) of Theorem l . From now on wje shah often tacitly assume 
n :> 2h. 



Roof. Suppose 4:: k:zr a l-factchatim. Each garti (l~ftictor) ccmtains at 
least one I-set or at least cvo other small sets (4th size <h), and at ‘most k h-sets, 
i.e., 

Using Lemmas 1 and 2 we find 

( 1 1 
l<& k-2+&-1)2 ) 

so that k G 4. In fact we found 

( 1 1 
1+ k-2+(l+l)lh’f(k-1)“-’ ) 

and since hW+ 2% 3 this is a contra&&on also for & = 4. (One gets 
3h-’ <2+4h/(E+ 1)<4+2@-- Z).) 

Now let n = 3h + 2. Note that each part&ion containing an h-set also contains a 
set of cardinality at r5Xt 3(2h + Z), while 3 3.t contains two h-sets it mus,t contain a 
set of cardi&.ity at most 4th + E), and SaaUy if it contains three h-sets and not two 
smaller sets then it is in = 3 * h + 1 * 1. Hence 

For ,! <h -4 we find (estimating both sums by &ch_2 c): 

1 
lS- 2h--1 

+2 

which is a contradiction. 
For IZ = 4h -3 we find (in the same way, this time dividing by {h!!l)): 

3h-2<l+2 h-l+1 
h-4 l z-- ’ 

also a contradict l z. 

For n = 4k - 2 we obtain (examining the possible partitions of n) 
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fram which it follows that 

;3 b! -- 1 < 2 

h - 

h--l +h-l+l .---- - 
2,h+l 3h ’ 

again a conradiction. 
The only remaining case is k = 2. But from now familiar considerations it follows 

that 

whess b the last term !s absent when h + I is odd. Subsequently 
follc 1; ,ng inequalities: 

we obtain the 

$(h + i + 1) _P 
(n-(h+l+l)+l \,$(h+:+l), i 

(h~l)+(;b$ (,1,)’ 

which gives a contradiction. Cl 

By the remark at the end of the previous section, and this theorem, we may and 
shall assume henceforth t’lat n = kh + 1 where k 33 and 1 = 0 or 1 = -1. 

4. A iew other wonexistewce remIts 

Theorem 4. Let n = kh, 3 ~2 k G h - 3. 77~1 if Kr;’ iIs 1-factorizable, (h - 1.) $ FL 

Pro&. Assume KF is l-factorizable. A partition containing (k - l&sets contains 
either a g-set with g s !c or at least two g-sets with k + 1~ g s h -2 (for: 
n = kh = k(h - l)+ k). Hence 

SO 

k k-t-1 ‘d<--. k h-l 
2 n-2k-1 

. r:k _ I\)-(h-k -2) +; . -- 
L n-2114-3’ 

;and, since h-2ak-t.1: 

( 1) 

1s k k -I. 1 _,.__I. - k-l+? P k .- 1. 
2 I(k+l\k- 1 k-2’ 



a contradiction for k % S. Returning to (1) we finid for k = 4: 

he4, 

a contradiction. Hence k = 3. Again examining the possible partitions of n we find 

()ll$iJ_z (;)+(;)+2(;)+&j (hIfl)+“(;)’ 

hence, since h a 6, 

j$ (;)& (,nl)S3~)=&&?~ (;)’ 

(h-1)(3h-4)6(h+3), 

hei, 

a contradiction. Cl 

Just the opposite conclusion holds when n = kh - 1: 

Theo~ 5. IA n = kh - 1, k 33. I’ Kz is l-factorizable, then (h - 1) E H. 

Proof. Suppose h - 14 H. Each partition contaiukg an h-*set must also contain 
smaller sets, hence 

a contradiction. 0 

More generally we have (for k > 3): 

Lemma 4. Let S be any l-factorization of Kc. For eac’h g E H there are partitions 
in 9 not containing any f-set for f < g - 1. 

Assume the contrary, then theIre is some element h EM (where for the 
duration of this proof we &*op the convention that ih = rnti H) such that any 
partition containing an h-set also. contains sets of size at most h - 2. Write 
n=kh+l with -ldsh-2 and ka3. If I = -- 1 y then the proof of the prerious 

theorem produces a contradiction. Hence 0~ I G h --2. By assumption each 
partition containing an h-set ,also contains a ‘small’ set, and if it c0nQains k &-sets 
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and only one “small’ set, the latter must have size 1. Hence 

a contradiction. q 

For k := h - 2 the conclusion of Theorem 4 no longer holds. But we can say the 

following: 

Theopenn 6. tit n = ( h - 2)h, and suppose that IKF is l-factorizable. Then if 
(h-l){,@ also (h-2)dS 

Proof. For any partition n =a*h+b*(h-l)wehaveb=O(modh),and,since 
n<h(h-l), b=O. ‘Th eke ore p f any partition containing (h - l)-sets also contains 
smailer sets. Now the conclusion follows from b?rnrna 4. 0 

Theorem 7. Let n = rth - 1, 3~ k s&h - 3). Then if Kr is 1-factotizable 

(h-2)#H. 

hoof. Suppose K,H is 1-fac:torizable, and (h - :Z; E H. Consider the partitions 
containing (h -2)-sets. Since 

n=k(h-2)+2k-l<(k+l)(h-2)-2 (2) 

the number of (h -2)-sets in such a partition is at mot; k. Moreover, such a 
partition cannot contain only h-, (h - l)- or (h +$-sets since 

n=ah+b(h-l)+c(h-2) 

implies 

b+2c=l (mod h); 

but by (2) Q + b + c e k, so that b + 2c s 2k < h, axed it follow!; that b + 2c = 1 and 
!SO c = 0, i.e., the partition did riot contain any (I: - 2)-sets. 

Likewise for 2k<g<h--2 a partition n=a*It-tb*(h-!I-+c*(h--2)+g is 
impos:jible. (Again we find b + 2c = g f 1 (moo h‘ and b -t 2c < j12, SO b +2c = g + 
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12 2k + 1; but by (2j b + c =G k, which is impossible.) Hence 

249 

For ka5 we find 

a contradiction. 
For k =4 the above inequality implies 

(since h a 2k + 3 = ll), and so produces the kquked qontradiction. 
Finally, let k = 3, n = 3h- 1, h ~9. By the usual argmmkts we find 

where terms c) with a not an integer tie zero. [-As follows: If a partition contains 
t~(k-2)-(setsthenbyn=3(h-2)+5italsocoatainsag-~tforg=1,2,orS. 
If a partition contains two (!I -2)-sets then by II = 2(h -2) + h + 3 it also contains 
a g-set for g . &i-2) or two $(h +3)-sets. Finally if it contains only one 
(h -2).set and ;: does not contain a g-set for gd&., then it was n = 
(h - 2) + 3 * $(2h + l).} Estimating roughly we find for g = [$(2h + 2)] : 

and it follows that 

h--2q4(2h+2)] +l, 

a contradiction. III 

At t&is poiM we have shown that the conditions of Theorem 1 are necessary, 
The next section iis devoted to t:he proof of the &Iicieli~cy. 

5. 
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Proof. Use l-factors of the form 

h 
n=!h,gi 

(k--L 
*gi \ (h,g) 

* h 

for g E H\(h). In order t? accommodate all g-sets we need 

such l--factors for each g, and 

l-factors of the type 

n=k*h 

are needed for the remaining h-sets. 
By Baranyai’s theorem this setup will produce a solution if 

(i) Ng is integral for each g E H, 
(ii) Ng Z= 0 for each g E H, 

(iii) k 2 g/(h, g) for each g E H\<h}. 
Ad(i): if a and b are integers with (h, g) = ah +- bg, then 

is integral for g E H, g # h. Also, since xeGH Ng = zgeH (:I:), it follows that Nh is 
integral. 

A&i): Since Ne ~$(z) for g < h it sufkes to prove that 

But 

c 0 

n< hs n 

gsh-1 g, -n-2h+l 0 h ’ 

and for k 3 3 we indeed have 

$(k _ 1) . __ 
h _Ik-‘,l 

n-2h+i=2k-2- ’ 

(For k s2, h s k + 1 one may verify directly that !$, 30.) 
A&iii): g/( h, g) =E g 6 h - 11 s k. 0 

In fact we proved the more general 

a. Let n = hk and let k > g/(h, g) for each g E H. Sert Kc is l- 

factwi tafiie. •1 
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(Strictly speakiig we proved this for k 2: 3. ForC k 62, however, the condition 
g/(Iz, g) g k is equivalent to g 1 n and we find a Lfactorization with partitions of 
the form n = (n/g) * g for each g E IS) 

Remark. Let it = kh, k 3 3. The proof that IV’ * 0 did not realI; use: the structure 
of the l-factors. Hence “there are always , enoup;h h-sets’” or: ‘?f there is a 
l-factarizatin of KF wit/t possibly repeated k-sets then here is a proper l- 
factorization”. For: a l-factor not ~ntainmg only h-sets contains at most k - 1 
h-sets and at least two smaller sets. But we proved 

Propmitkml. Letn=hk-1 amUD+-lor(k+t-1 andheuerz). ThenR,his 
I-factotiz&le. 

This proposition is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8 (or Theorem 8a) 
and the folIowing proposition. 

pro;lp@dth 2 Let H contain no Wo consecutiue integers, and let H’= 
H U(H- l)\(O). Then if KF+, is l-factorizable, Kr is l-fclctorizable too. 

proof, Let x’ = x U{cQ} be some set of n -I- 1 elements. Given a l-factorization of 
Kr+, (with vertex set x’), remove the point 00 from each set containing lit. This 
yields a l-factorization of K,H’. U Ci 

Proof. If (h - l)& M then this follows immedktely from Theorem 8a. Hence 
assume that (h - 1) E H and !et H’ = H?(h - 1, )t - 2). By Theorem 8a K,H’ is 
l-factorizable and by Proposition 2, Kp’le h-21 is l-factorizable (note that n = 
(h - I)*- 1 so that K,h;f is l-factorizable) hence KF== KF U Kih-‘* h-2} is l- 
factorizable tot. n 

This finishes the proof of part (iia) of Theorem 1. In fact statement (A) of the 
introduction follows from the Theorems 4, 6, 8 and 9. 

What remains to be proved in Theorem 1 is the 1-factorizability of R,” for 
n = kh - 1 and h odd and +(#a - 1) G k s h - 2. The general idea is that just as in 
the above remark for n = kte also here we have plenty of h-sets: each partition 
differing from n = (k - 1) :b h + 1* (h - 1) contains at most (k - 1) h-sets and at 
least two smaller sets. B& if the g-sets for g s h - 2 are used up, the 0~3~ way to 
get rid of the remaining h-sets is to use the partition n = (k - 1) * h + 1* (h - 1). 
Therefore it is necessary that at this moment the number of remaining h-sets be 
exactly bc - 1 times the number of remaining (h - I)-sets. Qn the o&er hand, if we 
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keep the numbms cf (h -- 1 )-sets and h-sets in pr oporiion 1: k - l., then we can 

never run short Df (h - l&sets, since the number OI! h-sets remains positive. (Note 

that initially (,,il J = (L)/k - 1.) 
Lcokin,g for partitions n -a*h-tb*(h-l)+c*(h-2) with c#Q we find 

(since Ln/(h - 2)] =k+l) b+c<k+l and b+2c=l (modh), so b+2c=h+l. 
With b - 0 we have a unique partition 

w ,:=(k--y)*h+5$*(h_2) 
and partitions with bf 0 exist if and only if k a$( h -I- l), e.g., 

(74 *+k.-.-) 

Hence if k; Z#I + 1) we can first get rid of all the small sets in an almost arbitrary 
way, next use l-factors (@) and ($ to cover the (h --2)-sets, where (@) and (y) are 
taken in such a ;Droportion as to make the proportion of the remaining (h - l)- and 

- h-sets 1: k -. 1, and finally cover the rest with l-factors (ar): 

n==(k-l)*h+l*(h--1). 

k - 1) 

) partitions of type 

if g i5 even, and of type 

(4 n=(k-&~+l)‘~*h+$(g+1)*(h-2)+1*~ 

if g is odd. 
If h - 3 E H then we cannot use partitions (6) only, since this would disturb the 

proportion of remaining h- and (h - f)-sets too much. ‘Therefore, besides 

(SO) n=(k-;(h-l))*h+l*(h -1)+3~:h-3)*(Fz-2)t-t*(h-3) 

we aiw use 

(0) n==(k-i(h-3)) * h+$(h-5)*(h-2)+2* (h-3). 

part Ams of type (p) and 1ys, : = (Es) - 2N, partitions of type (8,&, ::h1;3n we cover 
2 I1 (h - 3)-sets, and we have 
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(recall that for a partition P, we defined rip(g)) as the number of g-sets it contains). 
Let d P:=~~p(k)-_(k-l)~~p(h-l) and D:=~{~pj~p(g)#O for some gsh-3). 
NOW 

&&a-2)1 nP(g)#O for some gSIz-3}&$ C (1) 
ish-3 2 

so that there are still some (h - 2).sets left. 
As explained above we would like to make c dP zero by takmg a suitable 

combini&n of partitions of types (@) and (7). 
If P is a l-factor of type @, then &:=d,=k-@z-l); likewise dy= 

- (k + #I - 3)). Let Q, b be a nonnegative integeq such that a$ + M,, = -D. The 
existence of such integers follows (by Lemma 3a) from 

ix= 5 h4W -(k - lhp(h - 1)) = k c (h,(h) + (h. - l)n,(h - 1)) 

= k$/(n- x m.0)s-k ; g~nptg) 
geh-3 g6h-3 P 

and 

=-k ;E g (n)=-kngz 3 (;I:)=0 (mod(n, h-2)) 
ga;h-3 g 

(4, 4, = fk -$(h - l), k +#I +3)) = (2k - h -1- 1, h -2) = (pl, h -2) 1 De 

Hence if we take a partitions of ty~re (#3) and b partitions of type (y), then 
11 dP = 0 where the sum is taken over all l-factors chosen thus far. 

Lemma 3a guarantees us that we can have 

SO that acre need at most 

(It - ‘;!I-sets, i.e., Eat more th,an was available. (Note that h Wi im@ies (fi3) > 
4(k -. 1)’ and h 3 6 implies (&) > 4k(k - l).) At this moment tble number of R of 
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remGAng (h -2)~sets is divisible by n/(n,, h -- 2) (for: 

because CP gnP(gj = n(iItj = 0 (mod nj for g < h -- 2 and 1 dP = 0) and we cover 
all remaining (h -2j-sets by traking -R&/n times a l-factor of type (0) and R$/n 
times a l-f actor of type (7’). Since this leaves 1 C& zero, the rest is done by 
l-factors of type (a[). 

This settles the case k *$(,h + 1). Now ‘look at the case k = i(h -- lj, 

n=kh--1=2k*+k-l=(k+1)(2k-lj=(k+lj(h-2). 

We use partitions 

(4 n = (k - 1) * h + I * (h - lj, 

(PJ n=(k+l) * (h-2) 

and for odd g, gE&EI, gsh-4: 

(74 n=(k-$(g+l)j*h-#g+lj*(h-2)+1*g, 

(5) n=~(k-~(g+3))*h-+2*(h-lj+~(g-lj*(h-2j+l*g 

and for wen g,gd3,g<h--3: 

(d n=(k-ig-l)*h+l*(h-lj+ig*(h-2)+1:*g, 

(6)) n=a:t:h+b*(h-2>+c*g 

a:= h-2-$cg, 
h-l b~~~fcg--2~~ 

(Note hat c,g 2 h - 1 and \cg G $(h-l+g-ljsh-2 so that a,6 and c are 
nonp agative integers.) 

Take l-factors of types (y) and (6) with frequencies 

N k-t$(g-1) n =- Y 0 2k-1 g 
and 

for each odd gEH, gssh-4. 

(Note that NY Y- IV8 = (i) and _& -IV, = (g/(2k - 1 j)(g) = r[iG -I- l$::;F are integral, 
while 2k - 1 is oda; therefore NIL,, and N6 are integral.) 

We have dY =k-$(g+lj 2nd d,= -(k +i(g- I)) so that l;or these l-factors 
1 dp = NV& + N& = 0, i.e., tl- i= h- and (h - U-sets remain in the correct ‘oropor- 



tion. 

and 

7 ake l-facto6 of types (E) and (p) with frequencies 

Nz = 2a n 
0 cg+2u g 

N*=, g n 0 W-I-3.n 0 for each even gdY, gdz-3 
b n -u ‘b, 

(Note that N, + cN,, = C) and that 

is integral since g is even and h is odd.) 
We have d, =-ig and d,, = Q so that also for these l-factors z dp = 

h&d, + Npdp = 0. Cover the remaining h- and (h - 1).sets with l-factors of type 
(a) and the remaining (h - 2)-sets with l-factors of type (B). (Note that NB 3 0: in 
the other par&ions we used less than 

(h - I$sets. Also that it is impossible tha; at the end some (h -2)-&s are left: all 
sets together cover a number of points that is a multiple of n, and each partition 
takes away sets with a total size of n, so that as soon as the total drops below p1 it 
must have beco_me zero.) This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 123 

More generally we praved: 

TJhememlO. Letn=kh-1, kB~(h--l),hodd,(h-2,bt-l,h)cH. T?tenK~is 
l-factorizabb. El 

In order to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the case h even, 
(ii, h - 1, h -2)c H we first need some defkitions. 

For an integer i, let i (the buddy of i) be the integer such that for some j 
(namely, j = [$il) {i, i} = (2j - 1,2j}. 

ForHc{l,2,..., n} let m(H) : = max{i E M \ $ H) if there are i E H witk $ H, 

and put m(H) = - 1 othe.nvise. 
Now we can formulate 

Il. Let n=kh-1, ka3, (h-2,h-1,h)cH. Then Kr is l- 
fuctorizabZe if and only if 

(i) f&h-l, and 
(ii) m(H) is odd. 
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Proof. Necessity. The lecessitr of (i) is shown by The,~rem 7. Let m : = m(H) Ix 

even,. Then h is even (iior if h is odd then m(H) = h), so that n is odd, and each 
l-factor contains at le;st one set of odd size. Consequently the total number of 
partition:,: 

is at most the number #of sets of odd size: 

itodd 

It follows that 

g&d 

a contracliction. 

Sz@&ncy. For odd rl~ the sufficiency is shown by Theorem 10. Let h be even 
and choose some decolnqposition H = u 2ieP (2i - 1,2 i} U G with G = $!I or m = 
m(H) = max G odd. We use the following partitions (note that (h -3) E Ef): 

(4 n = (k - 1) * h -:- 1 * (h - l), 

(PO) ,n=(k-~h+1)~4z+&--1)*(h-2)+1*(h-3), 

(Ya) n=(k-$h)*h+l*(h-l)+@a*(h-2), 

6-j) a=(k-$h)*h+2*(h-l)+(+h-2) *(h-2)+1 *(h-3), 

fudermore for f~ F, f-s h -4: 

n=(k-$)*h+(&-l.)*f+l*(f-l), 

IQ = k---&-l * h+l *(h-l)+L*f. 
9 (hJ3 

Note that (h, f) 3 2 when f c F so that 

k f --~k-~f~$(h-2-f)~1 
(:h,f) 

for fah--4. 

It f olbws that al? coefficients are nonnegative except for the k --$k in (‘yo) and 
(t&-J in case k = 1 2 h - 1. Talking for f E F witch f G h - 4 pa.%ltions (p) exactly (&) times 
and (*f) exactly 
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times (note that these numbers are positive integers) we cov~lr a13 (f - l)- and 
f-sets. 

If G=0 we do the same for f=h-2 (note that if k=$-1, then (k/f) 
(k, f)- P = 0 so that we do not -tie (yO) in this, case) an& JinaIl~ cover the 
remaining h- and (h - l&sets witll partitions (a);. Dn fact this is Proposition 2 
applied to Theorem 8a.l ’ 

If G# 0 we need some (h - 2) and k-sets to accommodate the g-sets with 
g E C: For g odd use partitions 

(e) n=(k-$(g+l))*h+i(g+l)*(h-2)+1*g. 

For g even, gs2k-m-1 use 

(P) n=(k-~(mtg+l))*h+&?l+g+l)*(h-2)+1*m+1*g, 

and for g even, gab-m-l use 

(.rl) n-(k-$(m+g+l)+#r-2))*h 

+&?l+g+l-h)*(h-2)+l*m+:*g. 

(Note that gSmSh-5 so that 2k-(m+g+l)+h-2>0; next that we 
exhausted all possibilities: 2k - m - 1 <h -m - 1 is impossr%Ie for g even.) 

Take for g E G, g # :% exactly (z) times one of these partitions, and then cover 
the remaining m-sets with partitions of type (E) (with g = m). (If 
h - m - 1 s2k - m - 1 we take par&ions of type Ip).) Note that there are enough 
m-sets: each time we cover a g-set with g< ti WE; use only ozte m-set, and 
c g6m_l (i) c(z); also, that we do not use more than 

kichC_5 (3 - 5s&i o(L) 

of the h-sets or (h - 2)-sets. 
Now suppose k#&-1, i.e., k a#, so that partitions of type (yO) and (i&J are 

available. For i E H we denote by 

r(i):= ; 0 -C rip(i)) 

the number of i-s& not yet covered at the moment under consideration, and 
define 

Initially r(i) = (7) and A = 0. Talchp partitions (0) and (y) in the stated propor- 
tions (for fs h -4) does not change A, while after having talcen partitions (E, p, q) 
as indicated we have -~Y,J<LfbO and t(i)=0 for ich-3, 

Taking partitions (a), (&J or (syO) aIso does not change A, while taking (&J 
increases A by 2k - 2k-‘. Since 

~=hr(h)+(h-l)r(h-3)+(h-2)r(k-2)+(h-3)r(h-3)=0 (mod n) 
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md n is odd, 4/(2k --- 2K’) =: h4/2n is an integer. Hence t>ke (-A)/(2k -2h-‘) 
:)artitions of type @O) in order to make A zero, and then take care of the 
:remaining (h - 3)-se:ts with partitions of type (&J. 

At this moment 

Also A -- r( h - 3) = 0 so that 2h-‘r(h - 2) is an integer. Hence t&e r(h - 2)&h 
partitions of type (*IQJ so as to make r(h - 2) == 0. Finally we use partions of type 
(ar) for the remaining h- and (h - l)-sets. This completes the proof in case 
k#qi&l. 0 

The case k = $h -- 1, n = 2k” + 2k - 1 is treated dong the same lines, but since 
we cannot use (yO) and (S,), we hcc.ve to keep track of D = 
1 (n,.(h) - (k - l)n,i:h - 1)) and D’ = c ( nP( h - 2) - kn, (h - 3)) separately. (Note 
that (,,‘!_*) = k (hn_j).) We may assume m > 1, since if m = 1 then G = (1}, and after 
treating H\(l) we add the partition 

to complete the Lfactorization. This time we use the partitions (6) and (y) for 
f-sets and (f- 1)-s&s with fe F, fs: h -4; the partitions (e),(p) and (q) for the 
g-sets, g E G\(m) and then use the following partitions for the i-sets with 
i E {h, h -a 1, h -2, la - 3, m}: 

(a) n:= (k - 1) * h +l *(h - 1) 

(PO) n= Ci *(h-2)+1 *(h-3) 

6%) n =(k-$(m+l)) * h+ +$(m+l) *(h--2) +l*cm 

(0) ro :=(k-$(m --3))* h +2*(h-l)+$(rn-l)*(h--2)+ +1* m 

(K) n= 

(A) n= 

In order to cover the 
than (z)/k m-sets. 

Initially D = 0 and 
oSD<(;). 

Taking a l-factor 

l*(h-l)+ (k-2j*(h--2)+2*(h-3) 
1 * h + (k-311 * (h---2)+3 * (h-3) 

g-sets for g E G\(m) we used less than (E) h-sets, and less 

after us2 of the partitions (p), (ey), (E), (P)I and (q) we have 

(EJ irt xeases D with d, =k--~(m+l)~l and taking a 
l-factor (8) decreases D, aoding 4 : = -(k t &n -- 1)) to it. We need no more 
than (G)lk: l-factors (63) to reduce .D to about zero, :and we have enough m-sets 
left to do so. After this we cover the remaining m-sets by taxing a 1-factor (go) 
when D s 0 and (8) when D >O &till r(m) = 0. We now heave 

-2k+3~1-(k+$n-l:~)sDs -&IL -I- 1.) s k - 2, 
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and on the other hand 

D’= C n,(h-2)>--- k;l (;)>y&n+2k+3. 

F?ext we make 49’ small by taking l-factors (K) and (A) in proportion 1: k-l until 

(Note that (K) adds d: = -(k i- 2) to D’ Whik di = -(2k f 3) so that taking (K) 

once and (A) k - 1 times leaves D invariant and decreases D’ by (k - 1)(:2k + 3) + 
k + 2 = n.) Now make D’ zero by taking an appropriate combination of l-factors 
(K) and (A). (Note that (k-t2,2k+3)=1 and (k+l)(2k+2)=n+2k+3 so that 
this is possible by Lemma 3.) We need no more than 2k + 2 partitions of type (K) 
and no more than l(2n + 2k + 2)/(2k + 2)J = 2k partitions of type (A) so that now 

But hD +(h -2)D’=O (mod n), D’ = 0 and (h, n) = 1 so that D ~01 (mod n) and 
therefore D = 0. Therefore we can cover the remainjcg (h - 2)- and (?I - 3)-sets 
with l-factors (&) and the remaining h- and (h - 1)-s&c; with l-factors (a). This 
finishes the proof cf Theorem 11. El 

Because of The,orem 5, statement (B) in the introduction is just a reformulation 
of Theorem 11. 

6. lbSis&~aneous remarks 

Up to now we concentrated on the case (h- 1)~ H. It seems clifhcuh to 
formulate a necessary and sufficient condition on H in order that KY be 
l-factorizable. 

A plausible conjecture is that if g6 H and Kz is l-factorizable, then so is KF’., 
where H’ = {i E W 1 > g} (assuming of course that n > 2h). 

Looking at sets H with small cardinahty we have that Kf is l-factorizable, and 
that K!,‘} is l-factorizable if and only if h 1 n. The next step is provided by 

3.2. Let H = {g, h} with 0 C g C h. Kf;l is l-factorizable if and only if lone 
of the following holds: 

(9 n s-1 (modh) and g=h-I, 
(ii) n ~0 (mod h) and n a gh/(g, h), 

(iii) n =L: g i- h. 
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Proof. If pt ss 2h then by Theorem 2 KF is l-factorizable if and onIy if (ii) or (iii). 
If rr > 2!h and Kr is l-factori;;abLe then by Theorem 3 an 5 either I?= kh or (i) 

holds. Moreover, when n = kh, then (in) is necessary, since if g 1 n then certainly 
it 3 gk/(g, h) whille if g # ra then any partition n = a * Pt + b * g must contain at 
least h,‘(g, h) g-sets, hence again II 3 gk/(g, h). Conversely, (i) is sufficient by 
Proposition 2, and (ii) is sufficient by Theorem 8a. 0 

Generalizing the necessary part of Theorem 11 we have that if n = kh - 1 then 
for a fixed prime p 1 h: 

# of partitions =: s # of sets with size not a 

multiple of p = C (‘). 
P#‘g g 
f3eH 

For instance, K~o*g*5) is not l-factorizable. (In fact if KF is l-factorizable and 
H = {g. h - 1, h}, n = kh - 1, g< h - 1 then (g, h)= 1, and if g’ is the smallest 
positive integer such that gg’ = -1 (mod h) then n 2 gg’.) 

As another example, K&o*g*3) is not l-factorizable, &is time because each 
partiiion must contain at least two lo-sets, but 2 l # of partitions> rib. (What is 
wrong here is not so much that (g, h - 1) # 1; one may verify that for N = (g, 9,101 
with g < 9 we have that KH 4g is l-factorizable exactIy when g = 1. or 3 or 7.) 
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